Protecting the world’s heritage for future generations

Primary focus
Truman Technologies is a technology research, development and consulting firm. We work with
cultural heritage and corporate memory institutions to understand their digital content challenges
as they look to assure long-term access to digital content, and work with technology providers to
select the best digital tools and infrastructures to cost-effectively meet these needs.
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Developing strategy, policies, guidelines and implementation plans for preservation of
and long-term access to digital content
Digitization standards conformance for preservation and access
Taxonomy development, metadata standards and management
Risk assessment and action planning to mitigate risk of loss of digital content
Disaster preparedness and recovery planning
Requirements assessment and gap analysis of competing technologies
Enterprise data architectures and cloud technologies
Digital collections lifecycle management
Product life cycle management for Fortune 500 technology companies (Agile and
Waterfall methodologies)
Implementing preservation-aware digital storage workflows

Results
Truman Technologies consults in a variety of environments including the technology and forprofit industry, higher education, non-profit organizations and state government. A selection of
consultancy outcomes include:
• Positioning a traditional research library for transformation into a digital library for the
21st century though strategic planning, evaluation of digital content management and
storage infrastructure technologies, and implementation planning
• Identifying key challenges and presenting a long-term strategy for a historical society
seeking to preserve its historical collections in perpetuity in accordance with its mission
• Developing a set of open source software applications and preservation workflow for
customers to actively manage their digital content hosted in the cloud (or on premise)
• Analysis and design of several digital storage infrastructure architectures, with pros and
cons of each, for a museum seeking to protect its digital asset ecosystem
• Defining and driving requirements, including full product lifecycle management, for a
preservation-aware cloud storage service for Fortune 500 technology company

Additional information
Truman Technologies, lead by Chief Executive Officer, Gail Truman, is based in Oakland,
California. Truman’s Technology developers and consultants are located in Silicon Valley
California, Austin, Texas, and New York, NY. Clients span North America and Europe.
Truman Technologies, LLC, was registered in early 2010 and holds company or individual
membership to: Society of American Archivists (SAA), Society of Californian Archivists (SCA),
National Digital Stewardship Alliance (NDSA), and Storage Networking Industry Association
(SNIA).
Contact: Gail Truman, CEO +1 (510) 502-6497 gail@trumantechnologies.com
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